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THE EFFECT OF XET_%LLOID 5X-BSTITUTIOS OS THE ELECTROSIC 

SPECTRA OF SIMPLE CHROMOPHORES 

In this paper a qualitative molecuiar orbital method wiI1 be applied to predict 
the effect of metalloid substitution on ektronic transitions of two- and three-atom 
chromophoxs. In recent J-ears organometallic deril-atives of several knple chromo- 
phores have been s>-nthesized and efectronic spectra for a limited number of such 
comF~un&S have been reportedx-J. Most of the compoun& studied to date are organo- 
silicon compounds. and of thae the most widel- discussed have been the _*-$-I- 
carbon>4 compounds first described by Brook -1-9- 4 silicon or germanium substituent _ _ 
attached to a carbon>-1 carbon has a pronounced bathochromic effect on the long 
n-ave-Iength (II -_ -r*! carbon-1 transition, and all known x-$-l ketones are x-isibI\- 
ye!Iow-. Recently- an explanation for this bathochromic effect, bacd on quzlitative 
appkation of moIecu!ar orbital theor\-, \va~ proposed independenth- b\- Harnish and _ _ 
J\-e~t~and by Or,geIxo_ The preeni paper represents a gentrahzation of this esplanation 
to a x-ariet>- of chromophores. 

In irs pr*cnt extended fxm thk method ma>- be he!pfuI both in rationalizing 
es&tin.: data and in predictin g the spectral properties of organometalloid derix-atix-es 
E x-et unknown. So Ion g as rhe method ia restricted to GnpIe two- and three-atom 
ch&mophores, ir can be applied without cstcnk-e use of symmetry thaw?-; al1 that is 
needed for predictions to be made is that the structure of the chromophore be known, 
:md its tran_;itic~ns identised as to their nature. 

In wmmarizing the i-f&t of silicon sub4tuents on electronic tran&iow;. 
l&born” hs stattut that “bathochromic &ifts are LLSU~IIV found_” -1~ wiI1 be seen. 
this statement &ouId be true for the majorit>- of Gmp!e chromophorcs. though not 
for ail. On the other hand, it xvi11 be shown that ground-state pi-bonding, which has 
sometime been proposed to account for SptwtraI shifts upon silicon ~ubstitutiorAy, 
reprecnts an incompiete and miAeading es pianation which would in many Casey 
lead to effects opposite from those obsem-ed. 

Some limitations on the generalit\- of themethodare now necessary_ In its preent 
highl- qualitative form the theor\- is Iikited to prediction of the direction of spectra1 
shifts for simpIe chromophores, and onI>- the roughtyt tytimatw of magnitudes can 
be made. The dkcukon in this paper will be limited to two- and three- atom chromo- 
phores; extension to reIated Casey may be possible. but complicated chromophoric 
systems such as substituted aromatic rings, etc.. will not here be considered. The 
metalloid subjtituents 10 which the discussion will appI\- are those electropositive 
efements which form predominanti_\- covalent bon& to the chro_mophores, and which 
have vacant orbitak into which they can accept ckctronic charge from lone pairs or 
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from pi-orbitals on adjacent atoms by dative pi-bonding. It will further be assumed 
that datke pi-bonding will dominate over other effects in determining the ene;“?: ck 
electronic transitions. For most of the chromcphores to be discussed, we believe rLis 
to be a reasonable expectation for silicon and germanium, for tricoordinate boron, 
aluminum and gallium and for pentax-aIent arsenic and antimony. The estent to 
\+ich other metallic eiements can be espected to follow the rules given below \iill be 
discussed later. 

The genera1 method of approach follows that used previously to account for the 
influence of electronegative substituents on chromophores. as clearly esplained by 
Jaffe and Orchin”. The s?;stems which we will consider can be represented as M-A-B 
or 11-A-B-C. where 31 is the metallic element and A-B or X-B-C is the chromophore, 

containingat Ieast one norma pi-bond. For such system- 3, eIectronic absorption in the 
uItra\ioIet and x-Gible rc,gion is associated with transitions from lone pairs to anti- 
bonding pi-orbitak of the chromophore (;I -+_7* transitions). or from bonding pi-orbital5 
to antibonding pi-orbit& (7 --9 transitions). \f-e will now di.stinguish four cases for 
mnre detailed dixu_;Gon. 

Pi-bonding only with no Ione pairs. Esamples: JI-C=C-, M-C zC-. _\ batho- 
chromic shift is predicted. The 31.0. diagram for the Ie\-els in question is a~ shown in 
Fig=. I. Construction of the dia.gram begins with the orbital5 of the separated oIefin 
and metal atom. Both inducriw and resonant interaction can take place with the 
metalloid substituent _\I. The inducti\-e effect of the electropositive substituent is to 
rake both -7 and _7* b>- a small and indeterminate amount, whiie the vacant pi-t\-pe 
orbital of the metal will be lowered bv a similar small amount_ Resonant interackon 
will also take pIace between the x-acant metal orbitai and both -7 and .7*, to generate 
three new le\-els, which in the figure are designated -zL. x2. and x1_ However. because 
of better energo- matching, interaction of the metal orbital is espected to be substan- 
tially stronger with the 7* antibonding le\-el than with .z (Fig. I). 

The oIefin electronic absorption must be onl>- of the 7 +z* t>-pe, in which an 
electron mol.es from the bonding to the antibonding pi-levelrZ. _xl and x2 should be 
closer in energ?- than the correspondin, o- Ievek -7 and_7* were in the original olehn, and 
SO stabilization of the escited state is predicted, and a bathochromic (red) shift is 



predicted for the transition. However, because the bondingrr le\-el is also being lowered 
to some extent b_v resonant interaction with 31. in certain cases the shift may not be 
large_ 

_A crude caiculation Ml1 suffice to show that the relative ordering of levels in 
Fig_ I is reasonable_ The ionization potential for ethylene is IO__I~ el'13, and the 
;I 3-Y transition enerer is 62,ooo cm-l or 7.65 e\ -Ia_ Subtracting these vaIues, it is 
found that the .-if ievei lies 2.~7 e\- beIow the reference, which will be taken as com- 
plete ionization. The ionization potential for silicon, chosen as a typical metalloid, is 
S-15 eV5. and the 3p - gd promotional enerc for the atom, averaged oyer various 
states. is 6.20 e1TJ. Subtracting once again. the ener,? of the 3d level for siiicon is 
found to be 1.95 eV below reference, or about OS e1. abox-e 9 *. 

The simple olekic chromophore &-es electronic absorption onI>- in the vacuum 
ultravioIet retion. but conjugation shifts the .7 +ZL* absorption toward the visible. 
There is littIe infczmation in the literature on the effect of metal substitution on 
polyenespectra. By estension, Cause I aIso includes acetyknic compounds, though the 
detailed mokcular orbital arpment ii much more complicated for triple bonds. In 
a,crement with prediction, the compound Et,SiC-C-CSfe=CHJIe shows a modest 
bathochromic shift of 2100 cm-1 compared to the unsubstituted compoundY. D&l-l- 
acetylene aI_* appears to show a bathochromic shift compared to z-butyne”. 

c-ass II 

Pi-bonding at atom A, but lone pairs onI!- on atoms B or C. Examples: M-C=O, 
M-C=S-, SI-C=S, M-SO,, M-CO,-. For the Iong v-‘r-ax-~ length transition, a nxx-ked 

bathochromic shift is predicted. This case incIrrde2; the now-classical esampfe of the 

Fig. =. Eneqq- !c\-ri diagam for ~hc carbon>-1 pup, a typic4 C!a.. I I chromophorc. shoxin_g zhe 
kkct of metalloid substitution. 

‘The *sition of the jJ li-x-4 in silicon is caiculated refatix~e to the atomic ground state. 
The x-akncc-stat-_ ionization gox-nri2i zmd the 3p-2 3d promotional energy from the xxlcnce 
state might akernaiix-e!y havhbrxn usxl. but it is fcit that-this procedure wouId six-e an ex-en less 
realistic estimate of the r&xtivc cnc-rgv of the 3J is-vcl, unless bondr.., -nm terms were introduced into 
the calculation. Simi!ar order-of-magnkude caku.tions ha\-c been carried out for other metalloids; 
the xonbonding p_i;t>.pe orbital of the metal is always Frrx?icttxi to lie much c!osc-r to.7’ than to ZZ. 
XXe same is true Ii the chmmophore is C=O (i-id< rrrJrzj_ 

-* In these monoacetvlenes, the band masimum lies below 2000 ;i and was not determined. 
but absorption exrer.ds noticeably farther into the accessib!e ultra\-iolet region for the silicon 
compundJ=. 

J. Organ0nrciai. Chcnr.. 3 (1g6=J 31-p320 
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carbon_\-1 group. _A generalized X.0. diagram for Case II groups is shown in Fig. 3. 
In addition to the bonding and antibonding Aevels, there will be one (or more) 

nonbonding tilled level(s) corresponding to the Ione pair(s) on atom B, here designated 

x: and the electronic transition of lowest energy will be n -P. 51 can interact 
inductivei>- with levels _z, z and _Z *; but because II is located on the more remote 
atom B, significant resonance interaction can take place only with .Z and _z*. Further- 

more, relative energk are such that there should be much greater resonant inter- 

action with -7* than with _x. 
-4s shown in Fig_ 2. the predicted effect of metalloid substitution is greatly to 

lower the energy- of the II --+_7* transition_ The data published by Brook and his co- 

workers show that silicon or germanium substitution alpha to a carbon)-1 group leads 
to a shift the IL i-9 transition of about 6000 cm-1 in the espected direction”. Another 

possibIe esample consistent with the prediction is provided b>- the recently disco\-ercd, 
viGbI\- colored carbon?1 derivatives of decaboranes. 

The x--+~t* transition for Class 11 groups. in those cases where it may be ob- 

ser\-able, should be affected by Ji in much the same \\-a>- the olefin z -~_7* transition 

and so a bathochromic shift is also predicted_ 

Three-atom systems with lone pair on atom _A, but pi-bonds only between B 
and C. Examples: >I-azidc; >I--0-C=O; >I-S-C=C; >I-0-C=C-, etc. -1 hypso- 

chromic shift is predicted for those electronic transitions in\-oh-kg transfer of charge 
from the ione pair on atom .A. The carbosy!ate ester group, recently studied by Closson 
and Haug~~, wili be discussed 25 2 typical csample. Fig. 3 shows ener,?- Iex-els for the 

.T: #- 
--+.-t, 

l-Y%. 3_ Encrgl- Ievcls for the carbos?;late ester group. a Class III chromophore. as influenced by 
n~tralloiti sulsti:ution. The assignmc-nfa follow those of Closson znrf Haug”. but the notation used 

ester group, as influenced b>- metal substitution at ox>-gen. Lex-el JIM is a non-bonding 
pair on the carbosyl osygen. whereas 71 1 is essential&- a non-bonding pair on the ether 

osygen. The untilled orbital on the metal can interact only with n,, and so will cause 
a small hx-psochromic shift of the 12~ --x2 transition. The metal can influence the 
ener,g of the xZ --+-x2 transition onI>- indirectI>-. and so little change is predicted for 
this absorption, which is believed to be the one occurring at iowest enerG- in most 

esterx Xany organometallic carbosylate esters ha\-e been prepared, but spectral data 

are lacking. 

J. Urgaxcnrrtal. Chenz.. 3 iIg6j) 314-320 



The azide chromophore, which also falls in this ~1~s. has been treated recent?\- 

by Cl-n and Grayw. The effect cf metal substitution has been discussed by Thayer 
and \Ve& in a paper on azidotrimethyl compounds of the Group IT’ elements, to which 

the reader is referred for a more complete treatment of this chromophore-‘. Briefl_v. the 

aride group can be considered = a trip&--bonded nitrogen molecule attached to a 

nitrogen atom by si*gma- [and some pi-) -bond&. = i.z_ 31-S-S =S_The two transitions 
obsrwxl in the nltravioiet spectrum are both of n -_+ type, in which charge is 
transferred from lone pa& on the first nitrogen (atom -1) to antibonding 3I.0.‘~ of the 
pi-sy&ems. Metalloid substitution can only stabilize the -wound state, and k predicted 
to cause a moderate h>-pxxhromic shift in one of these transitions and little change 
in the other. This espectation k borne out by the obserx-ed spectrum of JIezSiS, and 

Jle,GeS,3. 

Both lone pair and antibonding pi-orbital5 on atom -4. Eramples: JI-S=S-, 
JI-S=C-. _\I-S=O. _A bathochromic shift of the >t -_,z* absorption is generalI>- 

espected. but esceptions to this general rule are possible. The eneqq- level diagram 

for C&e I\- will differ depending on whether the low-energy vacant orbital on the metal 
i_i l fp or d t>-pe_ _I typical enerc Ia-el diagram for a metalloid with x-acant J orbitali 
is shown in Fig. +*_ The metalloid orbit& can no\\- interact both with YI and with _7*. 

Fig. _I_ Energy iewis for a C ‘!rtis I\- chromoilhore. shorting the ixiucnce of a metalioitI substitucnt 
with c;nfi!i& dorbitak Only one no&on&g pair is irxiicated (rrj. as in M-S-C<. 

For most compounds, the energ->- match should be better with _7* than with II, 50 

grearer rtionant interaction is espectcd with the antibonding pi-lex-el. This should 

kad. as in Case Il. to stabilization of the escited state and a marked bathochromic 
shift of the n -_x* band_ Such a shift is found for silicon cornpoundj of the t>-pe 
Rai-S=S-Ph. which absorb near $350 -1” in the I-isible region and so appear blue 

* If the netailoid atom is one with onI?; a l-aunt p orbital available. such as boron. inter- 
action can take p!ace either with_-r* or with j:. but not both at once. _7* and P: are mutualIy ortho- 
gc~nai. and so 2 3 orbit4 can o\-er!ap only with one of them. For such oxvzrlap to take place, it is 
a!_~ requirrb that the p orbit4 be coplanar or neariy so with the interacting orbital. In moku!~ 
xhere thee is no strong grwmetrical preference, one might expect the molecule to adopt a COR- 
formarion fax-oring daiixr pi-bonding from rz in thr ground state. but in thr ektmnic excited 
state to adopt a conformation routed b>- 90’ at the X-X bond, and so favorable for .7*-p inter- 
action. 
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in COIO~~~‘. The observed shift is about 6000 cm-r from CH3-N=S-PhrS, or 5500 
cm-l from azobenzenew. 

In Case IV. it is possible that some molecules will be found in which interaction 
of the metal orbitals is greater with It-Ievels than u-ithrr*_ There must be strong ground- 
state dative pi-bonding in the !inear molecules of sibyl isocyanatezl and isothio- 
c>-anate. for example. If the resonant interaction with II were greater than with rr* a 
h?;psochromic shift wouId be predicted for the II -err* transition. Additional esampks 
of Gaze I\? compounds will be of special interest in this connection_ 

_k few generalizations can now be drawn from the four cases discussed above. 
\\‘hcn pi-bonding to a metal can take place from antibonding pi-orbitals, stabilization 
of the excited state will result. and transitions to the antibonding level will be shifted 
to iower eneq-. \\hen pi-bondin g can take place onl>- from a ione pair on the atom 
bonded to the metal, the ground state n-ill be +tabilized, and transitions from the lone 
pair wiii be shifted to higher energ>-. GeneralI>- speaking, because of better enerm- 
matching of orbitals. exited-state pi-bondin, 3 (J -hould be more effective than ground- 
state pi-bonding; therefore bathochromic r;hifts caused by metal substitution will 
generally be larger than h>-psochromic 9lift+. 

For highlx- electropoGti\-e metah:, pi-bonding is likely to be less important in 
determining the energy of electronic transitions, and simple inducti\-e effects will be 
more important_ There is little comparatix-e data available, but the recent study of 
trimethyl azides of Group I\-_-\ elements is r&e\-ant4. The silicon and germanium 
compounds were found to follow the expectation for Case III abo\-e, but the tin and 
lead compounds did not show the predicted h\-psochromic effects; instead, the in- 
ductive effect of the metals appeared to b e the predominant factor influencing the 
electronic spectra. Howe\-er, the relatil-e importance of inductive YS. pi-bonding 
effect+ will doubtlest; differ for other chromophore~, and so the point at which pi- 
bonding will cease to be the dominant factor ma>- x-ax->- from one chromophore to 
another. The metaIs arsenic , antimon>- and bismuth in the trix-alent state, and the 
tranGtion metals generally-. bear un$hnred electrons and so could interact with chromo- 
phores either s pi-donors or a~ pi-acceptors. An estension of the theory outlined here 
mav possibl!- be useful in deahn g with these metal.i, but at present \-er>- little data is 
ax-&able against which to check any predictions which mi.ght be made. 

In order to ex-aluate the generality of the theor\-, comparak-e studies of organo- 
metallic derix-ati\-es of various simple chromophores are badly needed. Exceptions to 
the broad principles outlined here are to be expected, but it is believed that the rules 
set forth here can serx-e for the moment a~ a standard against which the spectral 
properties of metal compounds can be judged. 

For heipful dkcusGons, the author is indebted to Drs. R. F. FESSKE, -4. S_XDO, 

- Two IZ 3.7’ absorption bands are theoretically Possible for azo compounds, but onI&- one 
is r.ormally obsemed. X bathochromic shift relative to the metal-free reference compound is also 
she\<n b>- Me,Si-SPh2y. but band assignments have not been made. 

J_ 07&‘~1:G?JZC?d. Chem.. 3 (1965) 314-3’0 
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Qnalitatix molecular orbital theory,: is appIied to the prediction of the ef?ect 
of metalloid substitution on the efectromc spectr, ? of sinlple two- and three-atom 

chromophores- This theor?- proceeds from the ,assumption that dative pi-bonding 

can take pface from unshared pairs or from pi-type orbitals on adjacent atoms into 

unM!ed orbitak on the metal, and that such pi-bondin g will predominate over other 

effects in determining the eneqies of electronic transitions. 

The predicted effect of metalloid substitution depends on the nature of the 

chromophore. For some chromophores (those in Case II abox-e. inciuding >C=Oj, 
the onl>- interaction po:sibIe for the metal is that with antibonding pi-orbitat to 
stabGz:e the excited state, and a bathochromic shift of the principal eIectronic transi- 
tion is predicted_ For a few chromophores (Case III nbo\-e) inte raction is possib!e onl>- 

with lone pairs to stabilize the ground state. and hr_psochromic shifts are predicted 
upon metal substitution. Finall>-. there are man?- chromophorcy for which both tvpes 

of interaction are possible (Csrs I and I\- z&o\-t) ; either ground-state or excited-&e 

stabilization is poGbIe upon metalloic! wbstitution. but cner*g! considerations suggest 
that the !atter will usualI>- be fax-ored, and thrt bathochromir shifts v.iIl be the 

genera-l rule. 
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